
“KID'S GIFT CARD” User's guide

KID'S GIFT CARD have an expiration date.
Please check the expiration date and use as soon as possible.

"KID'S GIFT CARD"are ideal gifts for children's important anniversaries and celebrations such
as Christmas and Birthday gifts, Childbirth/admission celebrations. It is a gift certificate for
children that can be used at about 7,000 member stores and 40,000 taxis nationwide, including
toy stores, department stores, supermarket toy stores, baby and children's goods stores (sales
floors), affiliated taxis, amusement parks and aquariums.

As of October 1, 2021 

When using the "KID'S GIFT CARD"
Please be sure to read before using the KID'S GIFT CARD.
■KID'S GIFT CARD can exchanged for products handled at specialty stores, department
stores, toy sales floors of supermarket, affiliated sales floors, amusement parks, etc…, which are
the affiliated stores nationwide described in this guide. (Please note that it may not be available
at tenant stores.)
■KID'S GIFT CARD are handled diffently depending on the affiliated store or the affiliated sales
floor. In addition, please note that some of the products we handle may be excluded. For more
information, please contact the affiliated store or the affiliated sales floor.
■Please note that some of the affiliated chain stores and group stores may not be available,
such as when there is no target sales floor.
■KID'S GIFT CARD have an expiration date. Please check the expiration date printed on the
surface of the ticket and use it within the expiration date. Please note that you won't be able to
use the service after the expiration date.
■KID'S GIFT CARD can't change given. Please use it at the same amount as the face value, or
use it for payment above the face value and use it together with cash. Please note that cash
and gift certificates can't be exchanged or refunded.
■We aren't responsible for theft or loss, so please becareful when storing it.
■Please note that KID'S GIFT CARD can't be used in the following cases.
    ・When the expiration date printed on the ticket surface has passed.
    ・When it is forged or altered.
    ・When acquired illegally, or when acquired knowing that it was auquired illegally.
    ・When more than one-third of gift certificates are lost.
    ・When the TOYCARD-exclusive management code printed on the back can't be confirmed or
identified due to damage or stains.
■Please note that the specifications of KID'S GIFT CARD are subject to change without notice.
■This user's guide was created as of October 1, 2021.
■The member stores or sales floors that have joined after creating this usage guide aren't
listed, but you can use them at the storefront or in the store with the member store mark
displayed or at the sales floor.
■Please note that you may not be able to use the service due to withdrawal of the member
store or change of the store /sales floor of the member store after creating this usage guide.
■For details, please see the "KID'S GIFT CARD Terms and Conditions" posted on our website.

Toy tickets, TOYCARD, and old children's gift cards that don't have an expiration date have
been discontinued at member stores on December 31, 2008.
After that, we exchanged it, but the exchange period ended on December 31, 2014.

TOYCARD Co., Ltd.
Yoshikuni Komagata Building 8F, 2-4-11, Komagata, Taito-ku, Tokyo  111-0043, Japan



Toy
Department store

◆Izutsuya ◆Keikyu ◆Takashimaya ◆Hankyu ◆Maruhiro

◆Inoue ◆Keihan ◆Tsuruya ◆Fukudaya ◆Mitsukoshi

◆Iwataya ◆Saizyo ◆Tsumatsubishi ◆Fukuya ◆Meitetsu

◆Usui ◆Sakurano ◆Tenmanya ◆Fujisaki ◆Meitetsu・Emuza

◆Entetsu ◆Sanyo ◆Tokyu ◆Fujimaru ◆Yagihashi

◆Odakyu ◆Suzuran ◆Tobu ◆Matsuzakaya ◆Yamagataya

◆Kintetsu ◆Seibu ◆Tokiha ◆Matsuya

◆Keio ◆Sogo ◆Hamaya ◆Marui Imai ◆Others

Supermarket
◆Apita・Piago ◆Okuwa ◆Seiyu・LIVIN ◆Beisia ◆Heiwado

◆Aeon ◆Sanribu ◆Daiei ◆Plasse & Daiwa ◆Lifecorp

◆Aeon Super ◆Shimizuya ◆Others

Speciality store
◆Akachan Honpo ◆Omochaya Honpo ◆Joshin Denki ◆Hakuhinkan TOY PARK ◆Pla-rail shop

◆Edion ◆Kiddyland ◆Toys“R”Us ◆Hakubotan ◆Babies"R"Us

◆ABC parade ◆Kodomoya ◆Tomica shop ◆100 Man Volt ◆Pelican ◆Others
◆Toys Aoki

Baby & Childeren's items
Department store

◆Izutsuya ◆Keikyu ◆Sogo ◆Hankyu ◆Bonbelta Tachibana

◆Inoue ◆Saikaya ◆Tsumatsubishi ◆Hanshin ◆Matsuya Ginza

◆Iwataya ◆Saizyo ◆Tenmanya ◆Fukudaya（Utsunomiya/Inter Park) ◆Mitsukoshi（Sendai/Hukuoka）

◆Usui ◆Sakurano ◆Tobu（Ikebukuro/Hunabashi） ◆Fukuya ◆Meitetsu

◆Entetsu ◆Sanyo ◆Nakago ◆Fujisaki ◆Meitetsu・Emuza

◆Odakyu ◆Seibu ◆Hamaya ◆Fujimaru ◆Ryubo ◆Others

Supermarket
◆Apita・Piago ◆Aeon Super ◆Seiyu・LIVIN ◆Beisia ◆Plasse & Daiwa

◆Aeon ◆Shimizuya ◆Daiei ◆Heiwado ◆Others

Speciality store
◆Akachan Honpo ◆Combimini ◆Drug39 ◆Toys“R”Us ◆Bebies“R”Us ◆Others

◆Kyorindo　Drug　Store

Stationery
Supermarket

◆Apita・Piago ◆Aeon Super ◆Seiyu・LIVIN ◆Heiwado

◆Aeon ◆Shimizuya ◆Daiei ◆Plasse & Daiwa ◆Others

Speciality store
◆Akachan Honpo ◆Kiddyland ◆Toys“R”Us ◆Pizakka

◆R.O.U ◆General Store Incube ◆Hakuhinkan TOY PARK ◆Others

Others
Take a Taxi
 ◆IKEDA Taxi ◆International Car (km) ◆Teito Motor Transportation ◆Mitsuya Emitas ◆Ginsei Kotsu

◆Keio Taxi ◆Checker Cab ◆Hinomaru Kanko Taxi ◆Odakyu Kotsu ◆Daiichi Kotsu Sangyo
◆Daiwa Motor ◆Hino Kotsu ◆Tokyo Hire-Taxi Association Santama Branch ◆Nihon Kotsu
◆Hachioji Kotsu ◆Ebara Kotsu ◆Okinawa Kotsu ◆City Cab ◆Yokokawa Kanko
◆national Child Care Taxi Association (excludes some) ◆Sanko Kotsu ◆Tosho kotsu
◆Izuhakone Taxi ◆Kotobuki Kotsu ◆Tokyo Musen ◆Yachiyo Kotsu ◆Others

Amusement park & Aquarium
◆Asakusa HANAYASHIKI ◆Kamogawa sea world ◆Sumida Aquarium ◆Nasu animal kingdom

◆Anpanman Children's Museum ◆Sunshine aquarium ◆Tokyo summerland ◆Harmony land

◆Izu Shaboten Park ◆Sanrio puroland ◆Tobu animal park ◆Mather farm

◆Omocha-kingdom ◆New Enoshima Aquarium ◆Tohoku Safari park ◆Yomiuri land ◆Others

Commercial facility
◆Ariake Garden (excludes some) ◆Tokyo Solamachi (excludes some) ◆Hamleys(Yokohama World Porters Store/Canal City Hakata Store) ◆Others

Bicycle
◆Aeon-cycle(Some stores,such as repair shops, can't be used.) ◆Daisharin ◆Toys“R”Us ◆Others

Photo studio
◆Photo Studio Pinokio ◆Photo Studio Princess ◆Precieux Studio ◆Rakan Studio ◆Others

Glasses
◆Kurosawa ◆Shiojiri ◆Wasin ◆Others

Restaurant
◆Akachan Honpo ◆Kyorindo　Drug　Store ◆Drug39 ◆Bebies“R”Us

◆Cielo y Rio ◆Danoi ◆Niku no MANSEI ◆Others

Kid's Gift Card Sales Participating Stores
◆Seibu (excludes some) ◆Tobu (excludes some) ◆Sogo (excludes some) ◆Tokyu (excludes some)

◆Toys“R”Us All Store ◆Bebies“R”Us All Store ◆Takashimaya (excludes some) ◆Mitsukoshi (excludes some)

This "the guide you're using" is the one current as of October 1, 2021.
The mentioning contents will be sometimes change without notice, but please pardon.

※ A store of other than above is being also introduced according to the urban and rural prefectures on the "TOYCARD" Web site.
Please see the latest member store information by following address.

URL  https://toycard.co.jp/

『KODOMO SHOHINKEN』(Toy Card)　Member store list


